KEYLITE ROOF WINDOWS
Derryloran Industrial Est.
Sandholes Road, Cookstown
Co. Tyrone BT80 9LU

hereby declares that the following blind systems:

Roller Latemar (with manual control)
SL20C/SL22C/SL27C/SL32C (with external motor control)
Roller Latemar and Lisage (with internal motor control)
MAOP16-25/SL20M/SL22M/SL27M
SL20SM/SL22SM/SL32M/SL20F/SL22F

are in compliance with the following EC Regulations, including the latest modifications, and with the related technical harmonised rules:

EN 13120 - Internal Blinds. Performances requirements and safety measures
EN 60335-2 & EN60335-1 - Safety requirements for electrical equipment
2006/95/CE - Low voltage equipment safety
2006/42/CE - Machinery directive

Date: 17.05.2013
Signed: Andy Neal (Operations Director)